
CAN I ADD MORE THAN ONE 2ML SERVING (2 JETS OR 
½ TEASPOON) TO THE WATER?
NuBod Be Bronze is not just a water flavoring, but a liquid 
food supplement that brings specific health benefits first 
and foremost. Therefore, its consumption cannot exceed the 
daily recommendation indicated on the package — 2 jets or 
approximately 1/2 teaspoon (2ml) diluted in 150ml of water.

NuBod Be Bronze was developed to complement the diet. It 
provides four important nutrients that may be lacking in the 
body or are difficult to consume in a person’s daily diet. The 
flavor and its practicality are aspects that make the product 
even more unique.

HOW MANY SERVINGS DOES NUBOD BE BRONZE 
CONTAIN?
Each bottle of NuBod Be Bronze contains thirty 2ml servings.

CAN I DRINK NUBOD BE BRONZE DIRECTLY FROM THE 
BOTTLE?
No, NuBod Be Bronze must be diluted. The liquid is highly 
concentrated in flavor and benefits (amount of nutrients), 
so it is recommended to dilute 2 jets or approximately 1/2 
teaspoon (2ml) in 150ml of water or any beverage you prefer.

CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE BE DILUTED IN HOT WATER 
OR OTHER HOT LIQUID SUCH AS TEA?
It is not recommended, as there may be thermal 
degradation of the composition, especially of Vitamin A. 
To preserve the maximum properties and benefits of the 
product, avoid exposing it to high temperatures.

DOES NUBOD BE BRONZE NEED TO BE REFRIGERATED 
AFTER OPENING?
NuBod Be Bronze does not need refrigeration. NuBod 
Be Bronze should be kept in a cool, odorless place away 
from light, heat and humidity. Once opened, it must be 
consumed in 30 days maximum.

CAN I CONSUME NUBOD BE BRONZE WITH OTHER JEUNESSE 
PRODUCTS LIKE NAÄRA, (M)MUN OR NEVO SPLASH?
Please seek a doctor or a nutritionist for guidance on 
taking food supplements. Jeunesse offers in its portfolio 
several supplements that also bring a high content of 
vitamins and minerals; therefore, the joint consumption 
must be evaluated according to the individual needs of 
each person, prioritizing their health and well-being.

CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE HELP WITH MELASMA?
NuBod Be Bronze was not created to treat or protect 
from melasma. Seek your dermatologist before taking 
supplements if you are undergoing any treatment.

According to the Brazilian Society of Dermatology, the 
triggering factor for melasma is exposure to ultraviolet 
light and even visible light. In addition to hormonal factors 
and exposure to sunlight, genetic predisposition also 
influences the onset of this condition. Dermatologists are 
the best professionals to diagnose and treat this condition.

WHAT IS THE PRICE AND CV OF NUBOD BE BRONZE?
Distributor: R$ 52,80
Retail: R$ 68,20
CV: 6

WHAT IS NUBOD BE BRONZE?
NuBod Be Bronze is a liquid supplement that works from 
the inside out with four skin-beneficial nutrients that help 
your skin be radiant — Copper, Vitamin A, Lutein and 
Zeaxanthin.

Besides being nutrient-rich, NuBod Be Bronze tastes like 
a splash of summer with its delicious orange-peach flavor, 
so you can Look. Feel. Live. summer vibes while you start 
and maintain your beautiful bronze.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF NUBOD BE BRONZE?
NuBod Be Bronze was developed for the summer, with 
benefits for your skin and well-being:

• Prepares skin for a radiant tan 
• Protects skin from free radicals
• Delicious orange-peach flavor
• Zero calories, sweetened with stevia 
• Zero sodium
• On-the-go, portable packaging goes anywhere, 

anytime

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF NUBOD BE BRONZE 
INGREDIENTS?

       Copper
• Contributes to hair and skin pigmentation 
• Helps in the synthesis of melanin 
• Antioxidant that helps protect skin from damage of 

free radicals 
 
Vitamin A  

• Contributes to skin maintenance  
  
Lutein and Zeaxanthin  

• Lutein and Zeaxanthin are carotenoids and 
antioxidants that help protect against damage 
caused by UV radiation and visible light   

• Zeaxanthin improves skin hydration 

HOW SHOULD I CONSUME NUBOD BE BRONZE?
To consume NuBod Be Bronze, shake before using, dilute 
2ml (equivalent to 2 jets or approximately 1/2 teaspoon) 
in 150ml of water or beverage of your choice, once a day. 
It can be consumed at room temperature or chilled. Drink
immediately after preparation.

CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE BE CONSUMED BY CHILDREN, 
PREGNANT WOMEN OR NURSING MOTHERS?
NuBod Be Bronze should not be consumed by pregnant 
women, nursing mothers or children. Seek a doctor or 
nutritionist for guidance on how to consume NuBod  
Be Bronze.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 



WHAT MAKES NUBOD BE BRONZE EFFECTIVE?
NuBod Be Bronze contains a blend of four nutrients that 
work synergistically to protect and take care of the skin 
and bring in a radiant tan.

Copper is an antioxidant mineral that contributes to hair 
and skin pigmentation, in addition to helping melanin 
synthesis. Vitamin A contributes to the skin maintenance. 
Lutein and Zeaxanthin are carotenoids and antioxidants 
that help protect against damage caused by UV radiation 
and visible light. Zeaxanthin also helps improve skin 
hydration.

IS THERE A SPECIFIC TIME OF THE DAY TO TAKE 
NUBOD BE BRONZE?
NuBod Be Bronze can be consumed whenever you 
prefer, always respecting the daily dose indicated on the 
package.

CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE HELP PROLONG MY TAN?
Yes, the combination of the product’s ingredients can 
help to prolong your tan.

THIS PRODUCT INFORMATION IS FOR BRAZIL ONLY.
The ingredients and claims are intended for products sold in 
this market. If you are in a different market, please see the 
product sheet for that market. To learn more about NuBod Be 
Bronze, please contact your Jeunesse Distributor.
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CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE PREVENT PEELING SKIN 
AFTER SUN EXPOSURE?
No study of the product related to skin peeling after 
sun exposure has yet been performed. It is important 
to emphasize that the intake of NuBod Be Bronze does 
not replace the daily use of a topical sunscreen, whose 
main function is to physically block the penetration of 
ultraviolet rays into the skin and prevent damage such as 
burns and complications such as skin cancer.

CAN I TAKE NUBOD BE BRONZE ON A PLANE? AND IN 
MY LUGGAGE?
Yes, you can take your NuBod Be Bronze anywhere. The 
packaging is completely safe to transport anywhere, just 
keep it in a cool and odorless place away from light, heat 
and humidity.

CAN I LEAVE NUBOD BE BRONZE IN THE CAR?
It is okay to leave it in the car as long as the place is dry 
and cool, always keeping the package tightly closed. 
Avoid leaving the product exposed to heat and humidity.

CAN I FREEZE NUBOD BE BRONZE?
NuBod Be Bronze needs to be kept in a dry and cool 
place; it is not recommended to freeze the product, as 
freezing can change the product’s characteristics, such as 
consistency and other sensory aspects.

I NOTICED A SLIGHT COLOR CHANGE IN MY PRODUCT; 
IS THIS A PROBLEM?
The product’s color is subject to small variations in color 
and intensity due to the presence of natural ingredients in 
the formulation. This change does not impact the benefit 
or performance of the product.

DOES NUBOD BE BRONZE CONTAIN ARTIFICIAL 
SWEETENERS?
NuBod Be Bronze is sweetened with stevia (steviol 
glycosides), a plant-based sweetener.

DOES NUBOD BE BRONZE CONTAIN ARTIFICIAL 
COLORS?
No, NuBod Be Bronze does not contain artificial colors.

DOES NUBOD BE BRONZE CONTAIN ARTIFICIAL 
FLAVORS?
NuBod Be Bronze has natural peach flavor and natural 
orange flavor.

DOES NUBOD BE BRONZE HAVE HALAL OR KOSHER 
CERTIFICATION?
No. NuBod Be Bronze is not Halal or Kosher certified.

CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE BE CONSUMED BY VEGANS 
AND VEGETARIANS?
Yes. None of the ingredients used in the formulation are 
of animal origin.

CAN NUBOD BE BRONZE BE CONSUMED BY 
DIABETICS?
NuBod Be Bronze contains carbohydrate from the pulps, 
but in an insignificant amount per serving. In the case of 
diabetics, seek a doctor to investigate the possibility of 
consuming the product.

IS NUBOD BE BRONZE FREE FROM GENETICALLY 
MODIFIED ORGANISMS (GMOS)?
Yes, NuBod Be Bronze is free from genetically modified 
organisms.


